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Brighter Futures Academy Trust is committed:
 To encouraging the full development of the talents of each individual child
 To ensuring that your child achieves his/her full potential as a valued member of our
community.
 To providing a broad and balanced curriculum to meet individual needs.
 To setting the highest standards of work through the regular setting and marking of class
work and homework.
 To carefully monitoring the work of pupils and to report to parents at regular intervals.
 To setting the highest standards of behaviour by building good relations and developing
a sense of responsibility.
 To preparing our pupils for the choices they will need to make in the future.
 To establishing and maintaining strong communications with parents as a basis for close
co-operation between home and Academy Trust and to make prompt contact with
parents regarding any concerns.
 To providing a safe learning environment.
As a pupil I commit:
 To attending school regularly and on time, and to be ready to learn and to participate in
all aspects of academy life.
 To wearing the correct uniform and to be prepared with equipment for all lessons.
 To doing my best in all aspects of school life.
 To follow the school and class agreed ‘Code of Conduct’.
 To being considerate of and respectful towards the feelings and property of other people
both in the school and the wider community.
 To taking letters home and to return reply slips to the school when asked to do so.
 To behave on the way to and from school.
As a parent/carer I commit:
 To ensuring that my child attends the school punctually and regularly.
 To notifying the school on the first day of any absence and to confirm the reason in
writing.
 To ensuring that my child wears uniform in accordance with the Academy Trust policy.
 To accept and support the terms of the Behaviour Policy (available from the Academy
website www.brighterfuturesmat.org.uk).
 To taking an active and supportive interest in my child’s work and progress and in the
school generally.
 To speaking to staff in an appropriate manner and not displaying any form of verbal or
physical aggression.
 To ensuring my child completes their homework and hands in on the required day.
 To alerting the school to any concerns or problems that might affect my child.
 To supporting the Academy Trust’s policies and guidelines.
 To supporting my child by attending parent teacher interviews.
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